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• Problem 1 - interest, relevance & motivation
– Stats course subject matter & available resources
– Data delight project - what SurveyMonkey is, how it
works & how it helps
– Student evaluation of its use
• Problem 2 - practice....
– Using SurveyMonkey & WORD for semi-automated
feedback to encourage practice




• B.Sc. Psychology / Cognitive Science / Combined
Studies
• Methodology, Design & Analysis - levels 1 & 2
• Core subject in psychology through to level 3 and
beyond
– Weekly lecture  - theory, demonstration
– Workshop - work through exercises based on example
data




• Example - examining direction & strength of
relationships between variables
• Correlation coefficient Pearson’s r
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• Taken from 2004/5 course text
• “Poindexter wondered if there was a relationship
between the quality of sneakers worn by 20
volleyball players and their average number of
points scored per game.....”
• “Foofy computes the correlation between
participants’ physical strength and their college
grade average....”




• Distribute paper q’aire, obtain student data
• Use for demonstrations and in-class
exercises
• Data is relevant, motivating, interesting,
meaningful...
• BUT for 250+ students?
• Nice idea, but how much time ..?
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The Data Delight Project
(Funded by UH LTDF)
• Diana’s idea - identify & evaluate an electronic
data collection system to collect student data
• Criteria
1. Web based
2. Students’ answers input directly to EXCEL file
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• Web based questionnaire / survey system
http://www.surveymonkey.com
• Very simple point & click design
• Set up & limited data collection free
• Full Facilities & up to 1000 responses per
month $19.99 / no responses, no payment
• >1000 responses = $0.05 each
SurveyMonkey
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• Can we predict who will pass the exam???
• DV (outcome variable) = mid term
performance
• IVs (explanatory or predictor variables)
– Interest in stats, relevance of stats to psychology, how
many hours you study, how many hours you work, how
pessimistic you are
• Looking at the data……..
Your real data!
































– To what extent did collecting student data by WEB
Questionnaire make subsequent data analyses more
interesting?
– To what extent did collecting student data by WEB
Questionnaire for use in lecture examples and
workshop exercises make the material easier to
understand and learn?
– Do you think collecting student data by WEB
Questionnaire would be useful for 1st Year
methodology course?
– Options - not at all; a little; somewhat; a lot























not at all a little somewhat a lot










– 1st year statistics course
– Weekly lectures & workshops - practical exercises to
be completed in session
• Problems:
• Practical exercises not part of formal assessment
• Lack of motivation to complete; Written answers not
completed; Limited verbal feedback etc.,
• Solution - use SurveyMonkey to help give semi-
automated feedback in order to encourage
completion of practicals
• Sample - 1/2 the cohort (around 130 students)
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• Submitting practical answers weekly was NOT
compulsory
• BUT most students did, and received feedback
emailed after 3/5 days
• Anecdotal evidence suggests that students valued
feedback & exam performance was good with a
low failure rate
• New project with Bruce Hajilou is to analyse
performance of the test sample compared with
control sample & extend system to entire cohort




• On-line data collection is a useful tool
• Used with great success for:
– Collection of student data for demonstrations &
practicals
– Helps provide very quick semi-automated feedback for
large student numbers
• Also:
– 3rd year project data collection (q’aires for difficult
target groups especially useful)
– Any information collection - current / former students
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“A surprise to me is that I
actually enjoy statistics. Previous
to coming to university, the last
time I did any maths was at GCSE
and it was a nightmare. I was
dreading the statistics module
but actually found it easy to get
into and not to hard to follow.”
Student comment
